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Abstract
The design procedure of the tensely strained state(TSS) of the system «diamond bit-bottom » is developed, basic
analytical dependences, characterizing TSS of the system of the calculation the basic parameters-tension, strains
under the influence of an external loading on the diamond bit with finite-element method application (FEM) are
chosen in the offered article. The questions of the creation in plane posing with usage of share the block schema of the program, realizing finite-element method. For components of the process of interaction with a
diamond bit rock used the method of mathematical modeling of components of the process (partial solutions)
output data which will be the main characteristics of the process, allow to formulate requirements for the
development of the diamond rock cutting tool.
And also addressed the issues of creating a removable drill bit used for boring exploration wells are considered
in the article. The authors propose a technological solution for the modernization and improvement of removable
drill bit, taking into account the various stages of deterioration of diamond bits.
The possibility of improving the diamond destructive tool, including a special on the scientific, engineering and
technological level are far from exhausted. Diamond drilling in difficult geological conditions accompanied not
enough efficient use of energy supplied to the face, the working face of overheating matrices crowns, abnormal
wear of the rock cutting tool, and is not always suitable geological work quality. In this context, the relevance of
the set objectives in this paper is quite obvious.
Keywords: Bottom, hole, drilling, diamond bit, diamond drilling, tension, strain, modular of elasticity,
finite-element method
1. Introduction
The high technical and economic efficiency of the implementation of a set of special diamond rock-breaking tool
confirmed practical application at the largest deposits of ores and coal in Russia and CIS.
Well drilling is the basic way of minerals prospecting. Thus the most effective now and the foreseeable future in
the way of holes construction in hard rocks is diamond drilling with application of the diamond rock-destruction
tool intended forcore drilling by progressive means in difficult mining and geological conditions: column shells
with retrievable core receivers (CSRCR), complexes for drilling with core hydraulic transport (CHT), single
column shells with application of compressed air and froths, jet shells, and also for noncore and a guided drilling
without wedge shells.
For the purpose of power consumption processreducing by drilling andincreasing working capacity of the special
diamond rock-destruction tool it is necessary to value performance of combined action of several diamond grains.
Therefore the great value gets substantiation of the relative positioning of diamond cutters and spacing interval
between them. With this end in view there were held analytical and experimental researches of process of forcing
of the indenter to formation.
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2. The Research Technique
Let's consider as a whole the system stressed state «a diamond bit bottom». Taking into account that this system
is characterized by residual elastic properties(FEM) and so consists of the materials with very different on
physical-mechanical properties, for calculation its stressed state the finite-element method (FEM)matches more
which one is a modern method of engineering and mathematical problems solution with application of
computers .
In a three-dimensional Cartesian reference system ݔ, ݕand  ݖstressed state is characterized by stresses σ x , σ y ,
σ z , τ xy , τ yz , τ zx and deformed - strains ε x , ε y , ε z , γ xy , γ yz , γ zx - - Nature of the dependences linking
tension and strain in a dot of environment determines its behavior under loading [6].
According to closed loop system of the equations characterizingtensely strained state in the body, includes:
The differential equations of equilibrium
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Equations of connection of strains and relocation (Cauchy relations)
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Physical proportions of connection of tensely strained state (Hooke's law)
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E


εx =

(3)

Where. Е Modular of elasticity of the first rate (elastic modulus); μ A Poisson's ratio.
By the solution of static problems the form and the sizes of the body, its position in interspace,constant resiliency
are set. The kinematic boundary conditions (replacement of each dot of the surface of the body), or static
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boundary conditions (surface stresses in each dot of the surface of the body), or the blended boundary conditions
(on the part of the surface of the body relocation are set, and on the other part of the surface - stresses) are set
[7].
In view of that direct system integration of the equations (1-3) represents principal difficulties, we use equivalent
variation problem [8, 9].
According to the theorem of potential energy from all relocationmeeting kinematic boundary conditions,
permanent (extreme) value of potential energy dispatches those relocations which meet the equilibrium
equations.
Complete potential energy of the elastic body we introduce in the following way:

П = 0,5 σ ij ε ij dV −
V

 FV ,
i i

(4)

Sf

Where σ ij -- constituents of the tensor stresses, ε ij - constituents of the tensor strains, V – volume of the body, S f - part of the surface body to which is enclosed the external loading Fi .
A number of processes proceed in conditions when strain in one of coordinate directions is insignificant also it is
possible to take over approximately equal to zero point. In this case the plane strained state takes place. In case
ε z = 0 tensely strained state is characterized by following magnitudes: σ x , σ y , σ z , τ xy , ε x , ε y , γ xy .
Further we use matrix notation of expressions for a variety of causes. In case of plane deformation corresponding
column vector havefollowing appearances (the constituents which are not bringing the contribution to potential
energy of system, are pulled down)

{σ }

T

= σ xσ yτ xy 

(5)

{ε }

= ε x ε y γ xy 

(6)

T

The Hooke's law in matrix notation will assume followingstructure

{σ } = [ D]{ε } ,

(7)

Where matrix [ D] - is a square symmetric matrix dimension 3x3:


1 − μ
μ
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E
1− μ
0 
[ D] =

(1 − 2μ ) (1 + μ ) 
1 − 2μ 
 сим


2 

(8)

The numerical analysis in plane posing was held with the application of finite element (FE) in the form of
triangular simplexes-elements. Such elements were widely used in kind of some advantages: simplicity of
approximating functions, possibility of exception of routines of numerical integration by reception certain
element equations, flexibility at submission of geometrical fields of the difficult form, satisfaction to
requirements of inter element integrity, stability, convergence and completeness [8, 9, 10].
The reception of matrixes [N], [B] and columnvector {F}, which used in admitting finite element equations.
The relocation in coordinatedirections хиуandwithin a finite element are determined by constituents Vx and
Vy ,which is necessary to express through central constituents of relocations. The relocationseach knot has two
constituents and thus, in the finite element of relocation is determined uniquely by means of six magnitudes.
If fitting Vx и Vy via two linear polynomials
Vx = α1 + α 2 x + α 3 y; 

Vy = α 4 + α 5 x + α 6 y, 

that after some transforming we receive in matrix kind
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vxi 
 
v yi 
 
Vx   Ni 0 N j 0 N k 0  vx j 
 
 =
Vy  0 Ni 0 N j 0 N k  v y j 
v 
 xk 
 
 v yk 

(10)

Or in compact record

{V } = [ N ]{v}

(11)

Where vxi , v yi , …, vyk - central constituents of relocations in the direction of axisхиу; N i , N j , N k functions of the element forms, calculating on the expressions
Ni =

1
( ai + bi x + ci y )
2 Sijk

and

ai = X j Yk − X k Y j ;
bi = Y j − Yk ;

(12)

ci = X k − X j ;
(for N i and N k expressions are determined similarly taking into account cyclic shuffle of index markin chain
j , k );); - the delta space ijk ,, determining under the formula
Sijk = ( X j Yk + X k Yi + X iY j − X j Yi − X iYk − X k Y j ) / 2

i

,

(13)

The bonding relationship between strains and relocations taking into account (2.2), (2.10) and (2.11), can be
introduced in followingway
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0
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(14)

As functions of relocation inside FE linear, strains will be constants within the element.

{ε } = [ B ]{v}

(15)

The stresses arising at operating of exterior forces are routinely considered as the concentrated forces in knots FE,
equivalent by the distributed stresses, and recorded by means of expression
T

{F } =  [ N1 ] { f } dS

(16)

S

The matrix

[ N1 ] in difference from [ N ]

contains zero values for form functions in those knots which do not lie

on the element side where stress is considered. For example, if to the side of the elementi j is distributed load
with constituents px и p y on axis x и y , that expression for
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Where Lij - length of the element sides between knots i and j.
From received for matrix [B] expressions follows that it does not depend on coordinate position that allows
executing simply integration in certainly element equations. For example, calculus of volume integral is
executed as follows
T

T

 [ B ] [ D ][ B ] dV =  [ B ] [ D ][ B ] tdxdy = [ B ] [ D ][ B ] tS
T

Vijk

ijk

Sijk

Where t is thickness of the finite element. Typically in tasks of plane deformation is taken over t=1.
Using (4), (7), (14) and (15) we record expression for complete potential energy with reference to a finite
element
Пе =

 {v }

e T

V

e

T

 B e   D e   B e  {v e } dV −

 v

e

S ef

T

  N1e 

T

{ f } dS
e

(18)

The minimization of complete potential energy of all system consisting from Е of elements is executed
according to the following routine
∂ E e E ∂П e
=0
 П =
e
∂ {vk } e =1
e =1 ∂ {v }
where is a number of global freedom degrees (number of

(19)

replacement constituents ) for all system as a whole.

Including for a separate finite element it leads to the following equation
Пе =

  B

V

e

e

  D e   B e  dV {v e } −
T

 v

e

S ef

T

  N1e 

T

{ f } dS = 0
e

(20)

Last expression represents system of the linear algebraic equations (the index of attachment to a separate element
is pulled down for record simplification):

[ K ]{v} − {F} = 0

(21)

where [ K ] is matrix of rigidity of the finite element:

[ K ] =   B e 
V

e

T

 D e   B e  dV

(22)

{F } is column vector allowing for exterior applied load (for those elements on which on sides is presented given
constituent)
T

{F } =  [ N1 ] { f } dS

(23)

Sf

As a result of applied above routine finite elementof the digitization complete potential energy is represented,
thus, as function of the confined number of parameters is functions of replacement in knots of elements.
It is necessary to notice that the resulted routine of constructing of permissive system of the algebraic equations
with usageof mathematical character of summation in FEM is not summation in the taken meaning, and
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designates so-called assembling operation at which by performance each local matrix or localcolumn vector
(referred into separate FE) take place in global matrix or globalcolumn vector (referred to all field) according to
numbers of knots of considered FE.
As a result of a set of equations solution (20) we receive a vector of replacement in knots of finite elements {v} .
Then by means of proportion (14) we determine constituents of strains and, at last, using expressions (7), we
calculate stresses in finite elements.
The developed finite element equations can be applied to the analysis of the is tensely strained state of the
system including some materials with various mechanical performances that allows to execute complex analysis
of the tensely strained state of the system «a diamond bit bottom».
3. Experimental Research
The calculation of the tensely strained state of the system «a diamond bit bottom».
Let's execute calculation tensely strained state of the system «a diamond bit bottom» with usage of the design
schema, it is introduced

Figure 1. The design schema of the system «a diamond bit bottom»
Here environments with excellent from each other mechanical performances are introduced: drill bit, a diamond
pane, the formation, the broken deformation. All system was modeled with usage of 640 finite elements (FE).
The problem was solved in plane posing with usage of share the block - schema of the program, realizing
finite-element method (Figures 2-3).
The boundary conditions were set as follows: on the bottom and side boundaries - vx = 0 , v y = 0 . The effort
is made to the upper boundary of the drill bit Р =6,2DBa, operating along axis at that taking into account the
floor space of the end part of the drill bit builds up 1200 kg.
In Figure 4 intensity distribution of magnitudestresses on the finite elements, received as a result of elastic
deformation of all considered system is demonstrated.

σu =

1
2

(σ

− σ y ) + (σ y − σ z ) + (σ z − σ x ) + 6 (τ xy2 + τ yz2 + τ zx2 )
2

x

2

2

(23)

On the right of the Figure the scale of unit value for solution in the plane posing, corresponding to various colour
displays in the Figure under condition of splitting of unit values of the investigated magnitude into 10 distances
is resulted.
From the data of the Figure 4 it is visible that after the offloading appendix in the set tool part of the greatest
stress values reach on the ground adjoining to boundary of exterior affecting, that is on contact of the matrix
with the drill bit body. Here intensity magnitudes of shearing stresses reach values in 2,1-3,9 times more than
in the fields flanking to side walls and matrix end of the drill bit for which one values of the shearing stresses
lie in the distance of 1,6 3,9 DBa. By using of the correspondingcriteria of hardness in the given approach, it is
possible to determine during what moment there will come breaking down of formations under the drill bit.
From the position of brittle failure of the formation in the conditions of difficult stressed stateare the most
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eligible criterion Balandin, Kulon-Mora and Pisarenko-Lebedev.

Figure 2. The common block diagramme of the program realizing a finite-element method, cycles A, А-B
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Cycleonelements

Computation of tension in an element

The printing of values of tension in each element

Finish of a cycle on elements

Data preparation for the following step of the solution of the task:
Count of coordinates of a grid of terminal elements;
Loadingincrement;

Return by the beginning of algorithm of the solution of the task

stop

Figure 3. The common block diagramme of the program realizing a finite-element method-cycle B

Figure 4. Magnitude distribution σ и in thecalculated field
1 - diamonds; 2 - drill bit matrix; 3 - the broken deformation; 4 - monolithic deformation
With application of the developedis investigated distribution method of intensity of the shearing stresses in the
deformation (granite) at simultaneous affecting on it with normal offloading of three (Figure 5) indenters of the
spherical form close to the form of diamond grains.
As it is evident from Figure 5 with stress offloading magnification inthe deformation increase in the operating
zone side indenters more intensively, than in the field of the appendix of central indenter and on some depth
merges with each other and come close to the field of central indenter stresses. Controlling distance between
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indenters, it is possible to enhance performance of deformation breaking have served as a substantiation of the
schema of diamonds apportion in special single-layer diamond bits and engineering of drilling practices.

Figure 5. The stress distributionbyloading 3 diamond grains
a - loadingconceptual state; б - loading final stage
4. Conclusions

On the basis of the held studies of the tensely- strained state of the bottom and diamond tool by boring it is
possible to make following conclusions:
1.

The analytical dependences describing VAT of the system «diamond drill bit-bottom» including differential
equation equilibriums of the deformation connection equation and physical proportions of connections of
the tightened and strained state are introduced.

2.

The certainly-element method of studies of the tensely - strained state of the system «diamond drill
bit-bottom» is developed,allowing to value influence of offloading on the stress distributionnature in the
deformation and in elements of deformation breaking drill bit parts.

3.

The intensity distribution of shearing stresses in the deformation at simultaneous affecting on it with a
normal offloading of three indenters of the spherical form close to the form of diamond grains is
investigated.

4.

With magnification ofthe stress offloading in the deformation increase in the field of side indenters more
intensively than the field of the appendix of central indenter and on some depth merges with each other and
come close to the field of central indenter stresses. Controlling distance between indenters, it is possible to
enhance performance of deformation breaking.

5.

The formation stressed state of the deformation on the condition of Mohr hardness at simultaneous
affecting on it with normal and a shearing offloading of two diamond cutters of the spherical form is
211
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investigated.
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